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Abstract
The ocean is a constantly changing environment whose properties are still great Challenges to
Developing Effective Underwater Wireless Communication represent. The high absorption of
electromagnetic and optical signals in the water limits this Use and development of underwater
electromagnetic communication systems. A possible approach to wireless underwater communication
over longer distances (> 100m), offers acoustic signal transmission, modulation methods such as
frequency shift keying are also used (FSK) and phase-shift keying (PSK) are used.
In many areas the orthogonal frequency division multiplex method (Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing, OFDM) is enforced for high data rates. It offers a multi-carrier transmission method Bene ts
in treating multipath propagation, nevertheless achieves a bandwidth e ciency similar to that of
corresponding single-carrier processes. In recent studies, the OFDM methods are adopted for underwater
communication. However the real time implementation is becoming a challenging part. The channel
estimation plays vital role in underwater communication. In this research work, the novel sparse channel
estimation in OFDM based underwater communication is proposed for long distances. The proposed
algorithms are developed in xed point manner which can be implemented in FPGA. The BER values are
estimated for proposed algorithm and validated with the conventional algorithms. The proposed
algorithms exhibits better results compared with the conventional algorithms.

Introduction
Since the past decade, the higher attention is towards underwater wireless communication. In different
underwater applications, there is a growing need for facilitating high-speed wireless links with high
reliability [1]. However, the applications of underwater communication are included oceanographic data
collection, port and border security, seismic observations, maritime archaeology, offshore oil eld
exploration or monitoring, environmental monitoring, etc. Owing to the characteristics with favourable
propagation in sound waves, the most commonly employed and practical technique is the underwater
acoustic (UWA) transmission when the achievement of these attacks can be done through optical, radio,
or sound (acoustic) waves [2].
Therefore, the research efforts have been included on this area. Different types of challenges are
presented by the channel of UWA that involves multipath and fading, long propagation delays, potential
high temporal and spatial variability, and limited bandwidth. No underwater acoustic channel is existed
typically as different properties are exhibited by different bodies of water quantity. Severe degradation of
performance can be faced in such type of channels of UWA with variation by implementing in hardware
with a set of conservative and xed parameters of transmission. UWA channels have included the four
distinct characteristics such as Doppler spread, severe multipath with much longer delay spreads [3],
frequency-dependent propagation loss, and low speed of sound propagation. In land-based radio
channels, any one of these characteristics are not pronounced that makes the di culty of underwater
wireless communication comparatively and a design of dedicated system is required.
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The motion-induced Doppler distortion is the major issue in the application of OFDM for underwater
channels that allows using to create the offset with non-uniform frequency in an acoustic signal of wideband frequency. Two approaches have focused on this problem in the prior work that includes adaptive
synchronization and non-adaptive synchronization. A little overhead is required in adaptive
synchronization but that depends on the coherence between adjacent blocks of OFDM [4]. Whereas in
non-adaptive synchronization, null subcarriers are needed for achieving robustness to make the
variations in channel rapidly [5]. By integrating it with estimation of a channel in the time domain or
impulse response, the approach [6] is extended in this study. Performing the channel sparsing is the
possibility for this motivation. An OFDM block is often larger than channel estimation and fewer than ‘K’
coe cients are represented that helps to characterize its transfer function on ‘K’ subcarriers. Based on ‘L’
equally-spaced data symbols [7] which used in [5], the time-domain response’s L<K coe cients with a
certain number can be computed e ciently. To be applied in general underwater channel, a slight and
important changes is suggested for this technique. However, the strongest signal may not be arrived
rstly in this channel. Based on the truncation of magnitude for time-domain channel coe cients,
sparsing is applied in an optimal way [8]. By removing the unnecessary noise in the estimation of full-size
or overparameterized channel, performance results are improved if the channel is truly sparsed.

Literature
The con gurations of Space-time coding and multi-input multi-output (MIMO) including the orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)-based communication systems were initiated in the wireless
communication perspective of terrestrial radio-frequency (RF) originally. In the literature reviews [9], it has
been implemented for underwater communications successfully. Owing to the capacity of high
information and robustness to large multipath spreads [10], [11], these methods are considering as the
primary candidates for UWA systems with next generation. It will provide the bene ts in terms of
improvements in both performance of error rate and throughput rate through equalization processes and
channel estimation [12]. To take into the account of bene ts with diversity, the communication of
cooperative or relay-assisted feature has also been developed to the systems of UWA because of the
power or space restrictions and a performance limiting factor due to the path loss when it’s impossible to
the deploy the multi receive or transmit elements. For UWA relay channels, these studies have been
demonstrated mostly on power allocation [13] and capacity with schemes of space time cooperative,
distributed channel coding, and intersymbol interference (ISI) for adaptive relay-aided OFDM UWA
communications and UWA channels [14], [15] based on the protocol of amplify-and-forward (AF) [16]. In
[17], the investigation of channel equalization and estimation was done for systems of amplify-andforward cooperative relay based OFDM in channels of UWA. An e cient algorithm is improved with the
use of a technique of space-alternating generalized expectation-maximization (SAGE) by considering an
assumption of Rayleigh fading channels between relay, source, and destination notably in [18].
Based on the availability of reliable channel state information (CSI) and the inherent characteristics of the
underwater channel, such type of systems’ fundamental performance bounds are demonstrated. A crucial
task is considered as the design of UWA system with the assumption of perfect channel estimation [19].
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Because of the large number of unknown parameters as a result of Doppler spread and large delay, it is
an extreme challenging task in the context of UWA communication.
With the utilization of a model of basis expansion, the estimation of doubly chosen channels of UWA was
demonstrated by some of the earlier works. Here, for estimation of a channel [20], some subspace
algorithms have been implemented such as ESPRIT and root MUSIC for re ecting the channel
characteristics with variations of time [21]. To determine the arrivals of variant paths, a subspace
technique can be developed by taking an inspiration from array processing. According to the subcarriers
of pilot, the estimation of complex path gains can be done. For the channels only which have limited
Doppler-spread, these techniques have been shown that they will provide the better results. By relying on
the characteristic of time variation in the UWA channel, the number of unknown parameters is required to
be estimated and improves substantially. On the channel estimation [22], the substantial demand is
imposed. By utilizing pilots only, the dedicated equalization of intercarrier interference (ICI) [23] and
estimation of channel is completed for the required channels of mild or more sever distortion of Doppler.
Or else, use the decision feedback or additional pilots [24] to accomplish this.
According to the usage of UWA channels’ sparse nature [25], the algorithms of channel estimation have
been demonstrated in the literature. Since the arrivals of multipath is became resolvable, the underwater
acoustic channels’ impulse response is sparse most often by su ciently providing the transmission
bandwidth widely [26]. With the assessment of experimental results for both multi-carrier [27], singlecarrier [28] underwater transmissions, the effective output has been shown in the availability of large
Doppler spread also by the algorithms of channel estimation. The testing of orthogonal matching pursuit
(OMP) [29] and other different variants of basis pursuit (BP) have been done with the experimental and
simulation studies. Even in the conditions of computational complexity [30], BP has been provided the
best performance when compared to the OMP in the environment of UWA. By using the block coding of
Alamouti’s space-time with a scheme of transmit delivery in the form of one-receiver and two-transmit
antennas [31], a technique of sparse channel estimation has been demonstrated in a recent work based
on the assumption of underwater channels have included the all Doppler scale factors and Rayleigh
fading are same. With the use of a method of expectation maximization (EM) [32] and merging with
ESPRIT, the complex channel coe cients are estimated for each subcarrier by the proposed algorithm of
OFDM-based non-data-aided in order to accommodate the estimation of delay based on the re ection of
UWA channels’ sparseness. When ESPRIT is dropped off from estimation, the impact on symbol error rate
was too small signi cantly by the residual Doppler shift or an equivalent CFO as no Doppler spread is
available in the received signal.

Underwater Communication Implementation With Ofdm
3.1 Underwater communication
Three signi cant factors are affected in the propagation of underwater acoustic channel such as timevarying multipath propagation, attenuation which improves with frequency of a signal, and low sound
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speed (1500 m/s). At low range of frequencies, acoustic propagation for underwater is supported in the
best way. For long range communication, utilized the low frequency band which automatically decreases
the capacity of a channel as the attenuation improves with frequency. However, the bandwidth is highly
restricted for long range communication. Underwater communication’s performance is becoming
worsened due to the parameters such as the ambient noise or the background noise and Doppler spread
which is occurred owing to the random motion between the systems of transmission and reception. In
low frequencies, noise domination is higher and it becomes lower by improving the frequency range.
Every physical path is acted like a time-varying low-pass lter in the underwater channel’s impulse
response. The Doppler shifting and spreading is introduced by the motion between the receiver and
transmitter. The surface waves are initiated the disturbances, internal turbulence owing to ocean current,
uctuations in the sound velocity, and the random signal variations are contributed by the certain other
minor phenomena.
With the improvement of frequency, attenuation is increased and noise is decayed which is illustrated in
g.4. It will lead to a variation of a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) over the bandwidth of a signal. The
expression of Signal-to-noise ratio can be mentioned below for a frequency band around the frequency at
a distance: see formula 1 in the supplementary les.
Where S l(f) is the transmitted signal’s power spectral density function, N(f) is the noise function, and A(l,f)
is the attenuation function. Underwater acoustic propagation is imposed the fundamental restrictions
additionally. The performance of underwater communication is affected signi cantly by the other system
conditions. The bandwidth constraint is the most dominant one that is produced by the transducers of
acoustic signals in which the usable bandwidth is restricted below the provided channel’s bandwidth. In
underwater channel, the signi cant components are included absorption loss and spreading loss that
involves transmission loss. When communication distance is decreased, transmission loss is reduced
and vice versa. For balancing the forecasted transmission loss, more transmission power is needed in
long range communication.
Almost, the power is supplied through the battery for systems of underwater communication. So, the
communication system is necessary to be e cient in terms of energy conservation. However, the energy
consumption is relied on the transmitted bits’ size directly. The e cient communication method is utilized
that includes the supporting of high bit rate communication which is one of the best ways in
conservation of power.
3.1.1Time varying multipath:
The underwater acoustic channel is characterized the time varying multiple propagation paths. Own
distance of travel has included at every path and propagation loss is come into the picture while
re ection loss and travel. The cumulative channel impulse response is represented by the belowmentioned equation when each path delay and the attenuation path are represented by p (t) and αp(t)
respectively. See formula 2 in the supplementary les.
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The complexity and random characteristics are included in the physical geometry of sea bed and sea
surface. It’s unpredictable that the motion of the transducers owing to the sea surface motion. Both
parameters of by p (t) and αp(t) are expressed as random process. For a transmitted signal x(t), the
received signal y(t) through the channel can be represented by the below equation.
See formula 3 in the supplementary les.
where, n(t) is the additive background noise. Due to the frequency and time dispersion, the selectivity of
time-varying frequency is involved in the channel.
3.1.2 Doppler spread:
Owing to the sea surfaces and currents’ random motions, Doppler spread is raised. The Doppler shift for
arrival of each ray is contributed by the relative motions between receiver and transmitter. These rays are
the primary source of generating the Doppler shifts where the rays are varied as they have different
angles of arrival. The Doppler spread has also included the contribution of these variances. When
compared to the overall Doppler spread, the expectation of resultant Doppler spread is larger. The system
of receiver should have an ability to balance the resultant Doppler spread.
3.2 Choice of OFDM parameters for underwater communication:
The parameters of OFDM’s selection is included a trade-off between different complex requirements for
underwater communication. To design the systems of OFDM, three major parameters are considered
such as bit rate, bandwidth, and tolerable delay spread. Bit rate is nothing but communication speed with
free of errors and bandwidth is useful for communication of a system. The channel multipath is caused
the tolerable delay spread.
Because of the causing of attenuation by absorption, available useful bandwidth is severely restricted for
underwater communication. The attenuation is increased with the range of frequency. Low frequency is
only utilized for long range communication. Let’s say, 1 kHZ bandwidth is only available for the
communication range of 100 km in which the possible bit rate is reduced signi cantly. For short range
communication, the larger bandwidth can get access to the high bit rate but the limiting factor is the
transducer which supported the bandwidth. In case of the acoustic bandwidth, a wideband
communication is to be considered as the underwater acoustic communication that is the major
observation point. With the center frequency’s order, the bandwidth is useful often. According to the
narrowband communication in which the lower bandwidth is than the centre frequency in most of the
existing principles of radio communication. For radio communication, the current existing techniques of
signal processing are adopted and can’t be adopted for communication of acoustic signals that leads to
the requirements of complicated signal processing.
When over 1 b/s/Hz is to be reached over the channels, the bandwidth is restricted which implied the
requirement for techniques of bandwidth-e cient modulation. The delay spread of channel is inversed to
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the coherence bandwidth of a channel. The band of frequencies’ measure is indicated over the correlation
of fading is highly done. If in case of a channel is frequency selective, narrow bandwidth is preferred to
select for the sub-carriers. Owing to the Doppler spread, the coherence time of a channel is dictated the
signal’s duration. The Doppler spread and coherence bandwidth are largely impacted the duration of a
symbol and sub-carrier spacing.
The coherence bandwidth of a channel is contrary to the delay spread. The correlation of fading is to the
bandwidth of frequencies’ measure implemented. The narrower bandwidth is preferred for the frequency
selective fading for subcarriers but the wider bandwidth is needed for larger Doppler spreading for
subcarriers. Based on both parameters like Doppler spread and coherent bandwidth, the duration of a
symbol and the spacing of sub-carrier are demonstrated.
The larger guard time should be selected when compared to the delay spread of channel. For
minimization of the SNR loss, the delay spread should be much shorter than the duration of a symbol.
The subcarriers’ spacing is very low when the larger value for symbol duration that improves the
sensitivity to errors of frequency offset phase noise along with the increment of peak-to-average ratio
(PAPR). The complexity would be increased with the development of signal processing. For the available
bandwidth, the subcarrier spacing is chosen practically that leads to the sub-carriers’ number is a tradeoff
between the coherence time of channel and coherence bandwidth of channel. Based on the required bit
rate, the sub-carriers’ number is determined. Here, the bit rate is categorized by the bit rate of sub-carrier.
In order to increase the performance of OFDM systems, channel estimation is required. The optimum
selection of parameters of OFDM is resulted with the accurate channel estimation that leads to the
e cient communication system.

Proposed Model
In UWA channels with doubly-selective Rician, a technique of new pilot assisted channel estimation is
proposed in this paper that incorporates the scheme of OFDM transmission. The contributions of this
work is described in the below section as follows.
To increase the channel estimation algorithm’s performance, the UWA channel impulse response (CIR)’s
sparse structure is exploited rstly owing to the estimation of reduced number of taps. Based on a
conventional OMP algorithm, the Doppler shifts and overall sparse channel tap delays are computed by
the resulting algorithm primarily. Based on the combination of maximum a posteriori probability (MAP)
estimation technique and the OMP algorithm, an algorithm of computationally e cient and lowcomplexity novel channel estimation is improved by using the information of Doppler spread and path
delays. This technique is used for determination of complex channel path gains which include unknown
variances and mean with Rician distribution of prior densities. With the use of a technique of maximum
likelihood (ML), those channel path gains are estimated separately in an e cient way computationally.
By averaging the parameters over the complex channel paths with Rician distribution, those parameters
of likelihood function is computed. When compared to obtained results from the algorithm of OMP, the
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proposed technique is shown in gure 1 shows the performance of estimation is improved substantially
based on the computer simulations.
In the proposed model, we employ the sparse channel estimation instead of the traditional channel
estimation methods. Correspondingly, we have to reconsider the pilot design since the sparse channel
estimation using compressed sensing (CS) techniques is essentially different with traditional methods.
We perform the pilot design based on the results of spectrum sensing.
In this approach, ideal spectrum sensing without false alarm or missing detection has been assumed.
After spectrum sensing, the OFDM subcarriers occupied by primary users are rst deactivated. From the
remaining active subcarriers, we select some to transmit pilot symbols and the others to transmit data
symbols for secondary users. The resulting sequence is transformed into the time-domain signal via
inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT). To avoid inter-symbol interference, a cyclic pre x (CP) is added
whose length is usually larger than the maximum channel delay spread L.
The Algorithm for FPGA based OFDM in Underwater communication is given as:
1. Specify the Initialization parameters such as preamble length, channel length, FFT length, cyclic
pre x, no of bits for transmission and frames etc.
Transmitter:
2. Variable Signal to Noise ratio is chosen as 0dB, 10dB, 20dB, 30dB, 40dB.
3. Generation of random data for transmission and sensing matrix
4. Apply the QPSK mapping and pass through Rayleigh channel.
5. Parameters of OFDM in underwater environment is considered (Carrier, Bandwidth and symbol
duration etc)
Receiver:
1 . Apply channel estimation using OMP algorithm
2. Perform data detection (Discarding preamble and cyclic)
3. De-mapping QPSK bits and calculate the BER
4. Iterate process until the no of frames completed for each SNR value.

Results And Discussion
The proposed algorithm initially estimates the overall sparse channel tap delays and Doppler shifts using
a compressed sensing approach, in the form of the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm. Then,
a computationally e cient and novel channel estimation algorithm is developed by combining the OMP
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technique for estimating the sparse complex channel path gains. The parameters considered for the
OFDM in underwater environment is reported in table 1.
Table 1: Parameters considered for the OFDM in Underwater environment
S.No

Parameter

Value

1

SNR (dB)

0, 10, 20, 30, 40

2

Carrier frequency

24 Mhz

3

Bandwidth

8Mhz

4

No of bits per symbol

52

The main motivation of this research work is to develop FPGA based sparse channel estimation for
OFDM underwater communication. An e cient framework has been developed for FPGA based real time
environment. Initially the proposed algorithms has been tested on Matlab-Simulink testbed platform.
After successful implementation in Matlab-Simulink environment, these algorithms are ported on FPGA
target device. The proposed algorithms are written Matlab source code and the corresponding Simulink
blocks as shown in gure 3.
In Figure 2, the initialization parameters such as, preamble length, channel length, FFT length and number
of frames are declared and passed into further blocks. In the txrx block sensing matrix and transmission
and reception modules are developed. The transmitted signal passed through Rayleigh channel with
AWGN noise. The QPSK modulation scheme has been used for e cient data transmission. In the receiver
module, the OMP algorithm is used as channel estimation technique. The 24 Khz frequency has been
used as a carrier for the transmission and it can capable to establish communication up to 50 km
distance. The bit error rate (BER) is measured at each frame and it is considered as numerical metrics to
evaluate the performance of proposed algorithm. The Simulated BER results are shown in gure 3.
In order to validate the proposed algorithms, the conventional OFDM algorithms are considered as a
benchmark. From gure 3, the numerical BER values indicates that proposed algorithms which is (OMPsparse) exhibits better performance compared with the existing algorithms. In order to develop a FPGA
based algorithms, the entire algorithms should converted from oating point to xed point which is major
bottle neck issue. To overcome oating point issue, the proposed algorithms are developed in xed point
manner which can be more compatible for FPGA implementation. The corresponding BER values are
reported in the Table 2.
Table 2: BER metrics of Fixed point algorithms for FPGA implementation
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S. No

SNR (dB)

BER

1

0

0.4003

2

10

0.1331

3

20

0.0172

4

30

0.0017

5

40

1.8457e-04

The numerical values from table 1 shows that xed point FPGA based algorithms exhibits same
performance as compared with oating point algorithms.
The Figure 6 shows that, bar graph representation of BER comparison values of proposed and
conventional OFDM for under water communication algorithms. The comparison results indicates that,
proposed algorithm provides better results compared with LMS and MP based OFDM algorithms.

Conclusion
In this research work the FPGA compatible novel channel estimation algorithm for OFDM based
underwater communication is presented. In this algorithm, unknown parameters of underwater
communication channel such as channel gains and delays are estimated by using OMP algorithm. The
performance of the proposed algorithm is validated with the conventional algorithms. The computer
simulations are carried out with different SNR values. Optimal parameters are used for the long range
distance in underwater communication. The proposed algorithms are implemented in Matlab- Simulink
environment.
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Figure 1
Block diagram of proposed model
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Figure 2
Proposed algorithms design blocks in Matlab-Simulink environment

Figure 3
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Comparison results of BER vs SNR OFDM for under water communication

Figure 4
MSE vs SNR plot
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Figure 5
MSE vs SNR bargraph representation
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Figure 6
BER comparison bar graph chart
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